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Monday, 30 November 2015 

Theme park travellers head to where the fun is 

From Disneyland and Dreamworld to Luna Park, Legoland and Dollywood, there’s a theme 
park out there for just about every kind of fun-seeker — and the latest findings from Roy 
Morgan Research show that 740,000 Australian holiday-goers visited at least one on their 
last holiday. 

While Australia is still the most common destination for holiday-makers who have visited a 
theme park on their last trip (55%), foreign destinations were also popular, with 45% of 
holiday-makers who visited a theme park on their last trip being overseas when they did so. 

 

The USA was the most popular international destination by far among people who went to a 
theme park on their last overseas holiday, attracting 33% of them. Other popular destinations 
for overseas travellers who visited a theme park on their last overseas holiday were Japan 
(15%), Singapore (12%), the UK (9%) and Thailand (7%). 

 

Top 10 destinations of overseas theme-park visitors  

 
Source: Roy Morgan Single Source (Australia), October 2014 – September 2015 (n=169).  

Angela Smith, Group Account Director, Roy Morgan Research, says: 

“Given the plethora of theme/entertainment parks around the world, it’s no surprise 
that so many people who visited one on their last holiday did so overseas. Our data 
shows that folks who went to a theme park on their last trip are considerably more 
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Base:  Australians 14+ who  travelled overseas on last trip and visited a theme park
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likely than the average overseas traveller to have gone to the US,  Japan and Singapore 
– all of which are renowned for their world-class theme parks.  

“Although families with children and people travelling with other family/family and 
friends account for more than half of holidaying theme-park visitors whose last trip was 
overseas, it seems that couples (25%), solo travellers (11%) and people travelling with 
friends (7%) can’t resist theme-park fun either.  

“Overseas theme park visitors tend to have a slightly higher household income than the 
average traveller who went overseas on their last holiday, and they  do a greater 
number of activities while they’re away -- being more likely to have also visited a 
zoo/animal sanctuary, gone shopping,  had restaurant/international food and wine 
experiences, visited museums and art galleries. Overseas theme-park travellers appear 
to be a lucrative market, and offer a golden opportunity for savvy tourism operators 
and travel agencies to tailor their marketing communications so as to encourage this 
special breed of holiday-maker to really enjoy every aspect of their chosen destination.” 

For comments or more information about Roy Morgan Research’s travel and tourism 
data, please contact: 

Vaishali Nagaratnam 
Office:  +61 (3) 9224 5309 
Vaishali.Nagaratnam@roymorgan.com 

Related research findings 

View our extensive range of tourism reports and profiles, including our various Holiday Activity profiles 
including the Theme/Entertainment Park Holiday Visitors profile.  

Roy Morgan’s travel and tourism research quantifies the dollar-value of the tourism industry’s 
diverse markets; and includes detailed information and insights into what activities people look for 
when travelling, who they travel with, where they get their information, whose advice they seek 
when planning a holiday and much more. 

About Roy Morgan Research 

Roy Morgan Research is the largest independent Australian research company, with offices in each state 
of Australia, as well as in Indonesia, the United States and the United Kingdom. A full service research 
organisation specialising in omnibus and syndicated data, Roy Morgan Research has over 70 years’ 
experience in collecting objective, independent information on consumers. 

Margin of Error 

The margin of error to be allowed for in any estimate depends mainly on the number of interviews on 
which it is based. Margin of error gives indications of the likely range within which estimates would be 
95% likely to fall, expressed as the number of percentage points above or below the actual estimate. 
Allowance for design effects (such as stratification and weighting) should be made as appropriate. 

Sample Size Percentage Estimate 

 40%-60% 25% or 75% 10% or 90% 5% or 95% 

5,000 ±1.4 ±1.2 ±0.8 ±0.6 

7,500 ±1.1 ±1.0 ±0.7 ±0.5 

10,000 ±1.0 ±0.9 ±0.6 ±0.4 

20,000 ±0.7 ±0.6 ±0.4 ±0.3 

50,000 ±0.4 ±0.4 ±0.3 ±0.2 

mailto:melbourne@roymorgan.com
http://www.roymorgan.com/
mailto:Vaishali.Nagaratnam@roymorgan.com
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Travel-and-Tourism.aspx
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Travel-and-Tourism/Holiday-Activities.aspx
http://www.roymorganonlinestore.com/Browse/Australia/Travel-and-Tourism/Holiday-Activities/Theme-Entertainment-Park-Holiday-Visitors-Profile.aspx
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